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Description

[0001] This invention is directed to a programming interface for developing and running network management application programs written in an object-oriented language having object class definitions, on a network communication infrastructure wherein the application programs manipulate managed objects being specified in e.g. the GDMO/ASN.1 ISO standards and are made available at remote management agents through the communication infrastructure. Beyond this it relates to methods for mapping from GDMO templates and ASN.1 defined types into the C++ language and a platform for the implementation of the interface.

[0002] OSI network management applications and CCITT Telecommunication Management Network (TMN) applications are based on the ability to manipulate Managed Objects which are specified in GDMO/ASN.1 and which are made available at remote management agents through a communication infrastructure.

[0003] Currently, XMP/XOM from the X/Open [X/Open XMP] is the only standardized API to the communication infrastructure for management applications. XMP/XOM is cumbersome to use. XMP/XOM based applications are lengthy and difficult to write, understand and debug. Furthermore XMP/XOM does not allow for static (compile time) type checking, so that many type errors show up at run-time. Therefore most programmers certify that using XMP/XOM is cumbersome and time consuming. Implementers of network management applications are thus confronted with the user unfriendliness of the XMP/XOM interface.

[0004] In order to promote code quality and reusability more and more applications are written in the object-oriented programming language C++. Even though management information is defined in the object-oriented specification language GDMO, XMP/XOM uses the C language.

[0005] Further, managed objects are formally specified in GDMO and ASN.1. Development tools that support GDMO and ASN.1 can thus drastically reduce the development time of network management applications. Therefore a demand for a C++ embedding to hide the intricacies of XMP/XOM and GDMO based tools to support the development of OSI management applications is ascertainable.

[0006] The development of applications within the OSI management framework [ISO 10040] is a rather complex undertaking. The estimated costs for the development of new applications support this perception. In order to boost the development process, additional support by higher-level interface and corresponding tools is required.

[0007] The paper OBJECT-ORIENTED SIMULATION CONFERENCE (OOS’93). PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1993 SCS WESTERN SIMULATION MULTICONFERENCE, LA JOLLA, CA, USA, 17-20 JAN. 1993, 1993, SAN DIEGO, CA, USA, SCS, USA, MODIRI N ET AL ‘Generic Network Management System Templates’ proposes to use the abstract syntax notation 1 (ASN.1) for the development of a so-called Generic Object-Oriented Template (GOOT) for the purpose of software reuse, and also to derive a so-called Generic Software Reuse Template (GSRT) from the GOOT with the aim to close the gap between the specification of network management Forum (NMF) Managed Object Classes (MOCs) definitions and high-level programming language, such as C++. However, only arguments and aims for the attempt to map NMF GDMO and NSM.1 specifications in a high-level programming language are given. The document does not specify how this mapping can be done, nor does it give enough information to allow one skilled in the art to define such a mapping.

[0008] The paper INTEGRATED NETWORK MANAGEMENT IFIP TC6/WG6.6. THIRD INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM, SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA; 18-23 APRIL 1993, vol. C-12, ISSN 0926-549X, IFIP TRANSACTIONS C (COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS), 1993, NETHERLANDS, pages 593-604, DOSSOGENE F ET AL ‘A software architecture for Management Information Model definition, implementation and validation’ describes a development environment for GDMO/ASN.1 specifications and support for implementing prototype management information bases, i.e. agents. The GDMO/ASN.1 data and translator presented by the authors generates C++ classes. From the brief information given with regard to mapping GDMO/ASN.1 specifications into C++ classes, it appears that the approach of the authors is to generate a C++ class for every GDMO package template and to generate two C++ classes for every GDMO managed object class. The approach given by the authors requires application writers to implement the behaviour of the generated classes by themselves.

[0009] It is therefore an objective of the invention to develop an object-oriented interface (OOI) which provides a genuine, object-oriented abstraction of OSI management information and services for use in regular, non-distributed applications.

[0010] A further objective of the invention is to provide an OOI for the access to managed objects which is as simple to use as possible.

[0011] Further objectives of the invention are to relieve the application programmers from most technical details related to communication and XMP/XOM, to provide an object-oriented, strong typed language embedding of management information and management services into C++, to generate automatically methods to manipulate specified managed objects, and to be open to future management paradigms or communication infrastructures, such as OSF-DME.

[0012] The requirements for the OOI design thus can be summarized as follows:

1. Relieve the application programmers from most technical details related to communication and
Run Time System provides C++ classes which allow the advantages of ad-hoc solutions can be avoided. The OOI, the additional development effort and the weakness of course time consuming and error prone. With the OIC, the managed object specifications which shall be installed in a wide range of network infrastructures can be accessed by Managed Objects stored at remote agents through methods of those generated classes.

The intricacies of XMP/XOM are hidden from the application programmer by C++ classes. As a result application programmers can concentrate on writing their application instead of having to deal with communication protocols or low level interfaces to the communication stack. They can thus work in the application domain where their skills lay. The OOI shall hide the intricacies of the communication infrastructure and particular of XMP/XOM behind a programmer-friendly object-oriented C++ operator interface.

As opposed to XMP/XOM based code, OOI based code is concise and readable. The OIC may also comprise means for minimizing the number of generated classes and the number of objects to be handled by an application at run time i.e. generates C++ classes for the relevant GDMO templates only. The OOI therefore drastically simplifies the development of management applications by hiding the XMP API below C++ objects.

Furthermore the full embedding of Managed Objects into C++ allows for strong type checking at compile time, whereas cumbersome debugging is usually necessary for XMP/XOM based applications. Without the OOI, programmers either use the cryptic and C-oriented XMP/XOM API or develop some kind of OOI on their own. Such "ad-hoc" solutions take time to develop and usually lack the support of a source code generator similar to the OIC so that the managed object specifications must be manually translated. Those solutions are of course time consuming and error prone. With the OOI, the additional development effort and the weaknesses of ad-hoc solutions can be avoided. The OOI Run Time System provides C++ classes which allow convenient access to the Common Management Information Service (CMIS).

Both, the object-oriented interface (OOI) for the use in OSI management applications and the related Object Interface Composer (OIC), minimize the effort needed to build the communication related functions of management applications.

An application written on top of the OOI is independent of the management service provider. The current version of the OOI is based on the XMP/XOM [XMP] service, but future versions of the OOI could use a different communication vehicle such as OSF-DME. The application could be ported to a new service provider with a minimal effort. The OOI API depends not upon XMP/XOM so that applications must not be rewritten when the OOI is ported to another communication infrastructure.

Preferred embodiments of the interface according to the invention are characterized in the sub-claims. The OOI shall provide static type checking and be easy to use. The OSI Definition of Management Information is object-oriented, thus the OOI takes advantage of object-oriented design techniques and provide a genuine object-oriented interface written in C++.

Managed Objects (MO) are formally described in the GDMO/ASN.1 language. This allows for the automatic generation of MO specific source code. The Object Interface Composer (OIC) takes GDMO/ASN.1 conformant MO specifications and generates C++ classes that provide methods to manipulate these objects. The OOI further provides methods to manipulate standardized MOs.

Strong typing is commonly defined as the compile time checking of type compatibility in programs; it is frequently used as co-notation of 'static typing'. This means that a correctly compilable program in strong typed language, such as C++, will be guaranteed to be type safe. Type safeness means, that variables have a defined type which completely specifies the value range and the permissible operations on the values of the type. Also, constants must be defined as specific values of certain types. This argument also applies to the type checking of parameters of procedures.

The net effect of strong typing is that the compiler will detect and prohibit the invocation of undefined methods on variables and illegal assignments of values of type X to variables of type Y. Illegal means here that no appropriate type cast has been defined explicitly.

For use with object-oriented languages strong typing is of even higher importance because in these languages it is common to define many application oriented types. In written distributed applications, debugging is far more complicated than for local programs. Without strong typing, errors may be caused by unintended misuse of defined variables. Obviously, the avoidance of these errors saves debugging time.

Further, type safeness is essential for applications which shall be installed in a wide range of network conditions. Using strong typing, the compiler is enabled...
to perform the compatibility checks for assignment, procedure parameters etc. If the compiler does not guarantee type safe programs, the type safeness must be enforced at run-time by checking the type compatibility at "the right spots" in the program, which is by itself an error prone task. The execution time for these run-time checks may reach a non-trivial percentage and thus degrade the performance of the application.

[0025] The OOI supports strong, static typing for management applications which work with a known inventory of management information. In addition, the generic part of the OOI supports generic management applications. Finally, to allow the coexistence of generic and strong typed component within the same application, the OOI makes provision for using the same objects through the type safe and the generic interface. This means that by using the OOI, objects will be allocated and used in a strongly typed manner as long as their types are known at compile time. In addition, objects of types which are unknown at compile time, may be allocated and used via the 'weak' typed interfaces.

[0026] The invention is also related to methods for mapping GDMO templates and ASN.1 types into C++ classes. These subject-matters of the invention and the programming interface itself will become clear with regard to preferred embodiments of the invention illustrated by the appended drawing, wherein

- Figure 1 shows the OOI components and their run-time environment;
- Figure 2 gives a tabular overview of GDMO templates and their intended use;
- Figure 3 shows a flow-chart of the GDMO/ASN.1 compilation process; and
- Figure 4 is an example of a inheritance structure for DMI managed object classes.

[0027] The OOI design is based on the following object-oriented abstractions of the major constituents of OSI management:

1. Management information is represented by Managed Objects, Notifications, and ASN.1 types.

2. Management services is provided by Proxy Agents.

[0028] These abstractions allow the OOI to provide an easy to use programming interface. Furthermore, they separate the OOI implementation from the application, thus allowing for several different OOI implementations which are based on different communication infrastructures, to be exchanged transparently to the application.

[0029] Figure 1 shows the run-time environment of the OOI according to the invention. The OOI components are drawn with solid lines. An application can interact with the OOI through Proxy Managed Objects (PMO) (arrow 1), directly through the Proxy Agent objects (arrow 2), or through the notification event queue (arrow 3). The OOI uses the XMP API to access the Communication Infrastructure (CI) which allows it to communicate with an agent that implements the Managed Objects (MOs).

[0030] The ProxyAgent provides the Common Management Information Service (CMIS) as standardized by the ISO [ISO 9595 (CMIS)]. ProxyAgents are C++ classes which hide the C-oriented XMP API.

[0031] Proxy Managed Objects (PMO) are local representatives of remote managed objects. ProxyMOs are instances of C++ classes that are automatically generated by the Object Interface Composer (OIC). PMOs provide methods for strong typed access to the ASN.1 values of the attributes of managed objects and to the parameters of actions.

[0032] Incoming notifications are stored in an event queue. Notifications are instances of C++ classes that are automatically generated by the Object Interface Composer (OIC). Notification classes provide methods for the strong typed access to the ASN.1 values of the information and reply syntax of notifications.

[0033] The ASN.1 values of GDMO attributes, of GDMO action information parameters and of notification information and reply syntax are represented by instances of ASN.1 Type C++ classes which are also automatically generated from the ASN.1 definitions parsed by the OIC. The ASN.1 Type C++ classes provide a set of methods to manipulate the values of the ASN.1 type.

[0034] The OOI Run Time System (RTS) and the Object Interface Composer (OIC) thus offer utmost development support for those applications. The OOI Run Time System (OOI RTS) provides easy to use C++ classes to access Management Information and Management Services (XMP/XOM). The OIC and the RTS are closely related; in fact the code generated by the OIC must be linked to the OOI RTS to become executable.

[0035] The use of strong-typed local representations of remote managed objects and the generation of Proxy Managed Object (PMO) classes with the Object Interface Composer causes a paradigm shift from weakly-typed message-oriented communications programming to strongly-typed local object-oriented programming. This will increase the productivity of regular programmers and enable more programmers to develop management applications.

[0036] The OOI provides the following features:

1. Supports management applications written in C++

2. Uses GDMO and ASN.1 definitions as abstract
object definitions

3. Uses automatically generated C++ classes from GDMO/ASN.1 definitions (done by the OIC)

4. Relieves the application developer from intricacies of communication interfaces

5. Separates the application from communication interfaces and technologies

6. Provide strong and weak type interface support

7. Provide run-time type information Meta Information

8. Offer a generic communication class with CMIS functionality, called the ProxyAgent

9. Leaves open the migration path towards the future communication architectures such as CORBA from OMG.

[0037] These features will be detailed in the following sections.

Mapping of GDMO templates into C++ Classes

[0038] GDMO defines several templates for the definitions of management information. Documents such as DMI or M3100 define managed objects with those templates. The Object Interface Composer (OIC) parses GDMO Managed Object definition documents (such as DMI) and generates C++ classes that represent the managed objects. This section briefly describes the templates defined in [ISO 10165-4(GDMO)] and explains how Managed Objects defined with those templates are mapped into C++ classes by the OIC.

[0039] Figure 2 gives an overview of the GDMO templates and their intended use. The OIC provides great flexibility for the generation of C++ classes for objects defined using the GDMO templates, so that important design decisions had to be taken. We decided not to generate one class for every usage of any template in the parsed document because of the huge number of classes that would have been generated using this approach. Instead, the OIC was configured to minimize the number of generated classes and the number of objects to be handled by the application at run time.

[0040] The OIC generates C++ Classes for the relevant GDMO templates only. Managed Objects are the most relevant objects for management application. A C++ class is generated for every GDMO Managed Object Class. The C++ classes reflect the inheritance hierarchy defined in the GDMO document.

[0041] The major interest of application writers is to get or set the values of the attributes of managed object instances, and to perform actions on them. Generating classes for GDMO Packages and GDMO Attributes would force the application to traverse two additional objects to get access to the value of an attribute.

[0042] But no classes are generated for GDMO Packages and GDMO Attributes. Instead, each managed object class provides methods to manipulate its attributes. Attributes have values which can be complex structures defined in ASN.1. A C++ class is generated for each attribute type defined in the GDMO/ASN.1 document parsed by the OIC. These classes provide methods to manipulate the attribute values.

[0043] Access methods to attributes are generated as methods of the managed objects classes of the managed objects that contain the attribute. A C++ class is generated for each ASN.1 type.

[0044] These classes provide methods to manipulate the values of the attributes.

[0045] Also no classes are generated for actions. Instead access methods for actions are generated as methods of managed objects without further indirection.

[0046] Notifications may arrive more or less unexpectedly at the management application and contain structured information of some types defined in ASN.1. A reply information structure may have to be transferred as a possible confirmation to the notification. Therefore, a C++ class is generated for every GDMO Notification template. This class provides appropriate access methods to the structured information. Confirmable notifications have a reply()-method. The optional attribute identifiers are used to generate additional access methods. The errorReply() method allows to return appropriate error information to the notifications issuer.

[0047] Parameters are not represented by classes. Parameters are rarely used and parameter information can alternatively be transferred through ASN.1 syntax.

[0048] Name bindings are not represented by classes. We regard name binding information to be of low relevance for management applications.

[0049] The Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) is used by GDMO to define all values which are transmitted between management applications and agents. As mentioned above, C++ classes are generated for all ASN.1 types.

[0050] The following restrictions are introduced to the design to improve the usability and the performance of the OOI: The value clauses limits the value range of GDMO attributes of managed objects. These clauses are of importance to agent implementers but not to application implementers. The OOI could have performed run time checking on the attribute values ("within range?"), but this checking has to be done in the agent so that we estimated that the performance cost was not justified. The value clause is therefore ignored by the OIC.

[0051] GDMO packages are regarded as aid for the definition of managed object classes. According to the GDMO standard, they are of no interest to management applications at run-time, because the attributes, actions and notifications which are defined within packages
must be treated as properties of the managed object classes themselves [ISO standard 10165-4 (GDMO)].

GDMO attribute templates point (at least indirectly through another attribute) to the type of their value defined in ASN.1, assign an Object Identifier to this type and list the operations to be made available for the applications. The type information is kept in the GDMO Attribute Meta objects. The value is made accessible directly by the managed object, thus avoiding a superfluous hop and a separate run time object.

**Strong and Weak Typed Usage**

In order to support generic applications that can handle any object as well as specific applications that are tailored to handle a well known subset of the objects, all objects can be accessed in strong typed and in weak typed fashion.

The weak typed interface can be used to manipulate objects whose type is not (yet) known, e.g. analyzing the result of a scoped get (a scoped management request returns the management information for several managed object instances as a list of generic MO instances).

The strong typed interface should be used whenever possible to allow the compilers to detect type errors that would otherwise result in CMIP-ERRORS (or core dumps in an application that directly uses XMP/XOM) and to avoid time consuming run-time type checking that affects performance.

Both types of interfaces can be used interchangeably and concurrently within the same application.

**Proxy Agents**

The ProxyAgent is one of the fundamental abstraction of the OOI. The proxy agent provides the Common Management Interface Service (CMIS). A ProxyAgent acts as a proxy for a real, remote agent. ProxyAgents objects are local to the management applications. Agents are not aware of the existence of ProxyAgent objects. ProxyAgent objects hide the XMP-session and the XMP-context C-structure and the related XMP operations behind convenient methods of the ProxyAgent class.

**Proxy Managed Objects**

Proxy Managed Objects (PMO) are (stateless) representations of Managed Objects that are instantiated in agents. Each PMO C++ class provides a set of object class specific methods through which a management application can conveniently submit CMIS requests to query or manipulate the real Managed Object in the agent. A management application typically instantiates an instance of a PMO class for each real Managed Object that it wishes to interact with.

**Metal Information**

Meta-information is a notion for type information which is made available at run time. For the OOI, the presence of meta information is essential to support the mixed usage of strong and weak typed interfaces. The meta information will most likely be used for the conversion between the binary and string representation of objects. In addition, the meta information of ASN.1 objects is used for encoding and decoding of their values.

For the OOI, every GDMO/ASN.1 object has a pointer to its meta information object. All instances of one class share the same instance of meta information object.

**The OOI-Environment**

The OOI-Environment object has a single instance in the applications, in order to cluster those objects which belong to the OOI, e.g. proxyAgents or meta information objects. The OOI-Environment becomes visible to the programmer at initialization time and when the application should wait for the first event which happens on any of the existing proxyAgent objects, i.e. on any of the active XMP sessions.

**GDMO/ASN.1 Object Interface Composer**

The Object Interface Composer (OIC) is a tool for the generation of source code based on the specifications of management information in GDMO and in ASN.1. It takes its input from managed object class definitions written in accordance to the ISO standard "Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects" (GDMO) [ISO 10165-4 (GDMO)] and generates C++ classes (header and implementation files) for the managed objects, ASN.1 types and notifications defined in the selected document. The Object Interface Composer (OIC) therefore serves as a GDMO/ASN.1 Compiler generating C++ classes for XMP/XOM from GDMO/ASN.1 definitions.

The OIC is based on the IBM TMN-WorkBench/6000 [WorkBench]. GDMO and ASN.1 documents are parsed and stored in a relational database or in a shared library by the Managed Object Compiler (MOC) of the WorkBench. The Workbench then provides the GDMO and ASN.1 information through an API.

The OIC generates:

- a C++ class for every GDMO Managed Object Class;
- a C++ class for each ASN.1 type;
- a C++ class for every GDMO notification;
- meta information data structures for GDMO and ASN.1;
The GDMO/ASN.1 Compilation Process is shown in greater detail in Figure 3 and is described in the following.

ProxyAgent objects

ProxyAgent objects are local to the management applications. Agents are not aware of the existence of ProxyAgent objects. ProxyAgent objects hide the XMP-session and context C-structure and the related XMP operations behind convenience methods of the ProxyAgent class.

The ProxyAgent implementation provides synchronous and asynchronous methods. Synchronous methods do not return control to the application until a request is fully processed. Using synchronous OOI methods, a single process application blocks for an undetermined time while a CMIP request is being processed. This behavior may be appropriate for very simple applications, but not for an application that is user-interactive.

Asynchronous methods return control to the application as soon as a CMIP request is sent. ProxyAgent objects provide a service interface to the create, get, set, action, cancelGet and delete operations of CMIS.

This service is used internally by the OOI implementation of proxy managed objects and by generic management applications which want direct access to a CMIS interface without using the proxy managed object abstraction. This interface is not directly used by applications which access managed object information through the Proxy Managed Object (PMO) abstraction.

Incoming notifications are queued in the event queue of the responsible proxy agent. The application can thus process notification at its leisure. The OOI optionally can trigger an application callback upon receipt of a notification.

Two distinct implementations of ProxyAgent for direct addressing (DA) and for non direct addressing (NDAPA) are provided. A Direct Addressing ProxyAgent (DA) can connect to one specific agent at a time. DAPAs can be used by management applications which communicate with one specific agent. DAPAs are implemented in the ProxyAgentDA C++ class. Non Direct Addressing ProxyAgents (NDAPA), are not connected to specific agents. For each management request the agent must be addressed in one of two ways: Explicitly by supplying an addressing parameter as part of the request (the XMP responder-title) by means of a context object, and implicitly through the ORS. In this case the XMP (and the postmaster) determines the agent's address with the help of the ORS directory service based on the object-class and the object-instance information of the request. NDAPAs are implemented by the ProxyAgentNDA C++ class.

A management application can instantiate only one indirect addressing ProxyAgent object. The successful creation of an NDAPA does not imply, that there is an agent available for communication. No verification is done when the NDAPA is created. The management application must explicitly try to connect the postmaster demon process. Using the connect() method, a non-direct addressing XMP-Session is established. This session remains active until the management application or the postmaster closes it. As long as the NDAPA object is in connected state, it can be used to communicate with any agent.

Several DAPA objects and one NDAPA object may exist in the same management application at the same time. Each of the connected proxy agents has a connection (XMP session) with the agent. The OM design intends that management application should only connect one ProxyAgent object to a specific real agent. If the application tries to use two DAPA objects to communicate with the same agent, or uses a DAPA and the NDAPA to communicate with the same agent, the noticeable effects are strictly dependent on the behaviour of XMP and the postmaster. In such cases it is possible that EFD's created over one proxy agent object cause notifications to appear on a different XMP-session and consequently, in the event queue of a different proxy...
agent object.

Operations Provided by ProxyAgents

[0079] Management operation can be performed on one or more attributes of one or more objects. The proxyAgents provide the full set of CMIS services with all parameters as defined in the standard [ISO 9595 (CMIS)]. The resulting structure of the argument and result parameters of the CMIS operations of the proxy agent interface are complex. Therefore, a set of additional methods "simple-create", "simple-get", "simple-set", "simple-action" and "simple-delete" is provided with less and simplified parameter to perform operations on only one attribute of one managed object or on several attributes of a single managed object.

[0080] The following methods to inquire the state and properties of a proxy agent are provided:

[0081] The connect() method establishes an XMP binding between the proxy agent and an agent or the postmaster.

[0082] The disconnect() method terminates the XMP binding between the proxy agent and an agent or the postmaster.

[0083] The isConnected() method checks whether the proxy agent is in the connected state or not.

[0084] The id() method returns the local id for the proxy agent. The id can be used to distinguish this instance from other instances of proxy agents within the same application.

[0085] The method fileDescriptor() returns the file descriptor (e.g. in AIX) which is associated with the XMP session. The AIX file descriptor is needed for advanced applications which want to write their own AIX 'select' call, e.g. to synchronize between OOI and Xwindows.

[0086] The reset() method terminates all activities associated with the proxy agent and re-establishes its initial state, including a disconnect().

[0087] The following methods to access and modify the underlying XMP data structures are provided:

XMPSession() returns a reference to the XMP session which is associated with the proxy agent instance.

calendarControls() returns a reference to the XMP calendar object.

contextControls() returns a reference to the XMP context object.

sessionControls() returns a reference to the XMP session object.

setPresentationModule() will replace the defined presentation module.

[0088] The following methods to inquire the state and properties of a proxy agent are provided:

dump() prints out the complete internal status of the Proxy Agent instance.

dumpRequestQueue() prints out the elements of the queue that stores requests (to be) sent to the agent.

dumpCompletedQueue() prints out the element of the queue of requests to which the agent has replied.

[0089] The following methods offer the full CMIS functionality:

MCreate() creates a managed object instance at an agent's site

MDelete() deletes one or more managed object instance at an agent's site

MGet() gets attribute values of one or several managed objects from an agent

MSet() replaces the values of attributes of one of several managed object at an agent

MAction() invokes an action of one or several managed objects at an agent.

[0090] The following methods are provided for easy to use synchronous CMIS functionality:

simpleMCreate() creates a managed object instance at an agent's site

simpleMDelete() deletes a managed object instance at an agent's site

simpleMGet() gets one attribute of a managed object from an agent

simpleMGetSome() gets some attributes of a managed object from an agent

simpleMSet() replaces one attribute of a managed object at an agent

simpleMSetSome() replaces some attribute of a managed object at an agent

simpleMAction() invokes the action of a managed object at an agent.

[0091] The following methods to wait for the completion of a request or a notification are provided:

wait() waits for a specified amount of time;

poll() checks with XMP whether something has ar-
The following methods to inspect to local state of the proxy agent are provided:

HasNotificationQueue() checks whether this instance has a notification queue, i.e. is prepared to receive notifications

notificationQueue() returns a reference to the notification queue of the proxy agent

requestQueue() returns a reference to the request queue of the proxy agent

completedQueue() returns a reference to the completed queue of the proxy agent.

The Event Queue

The ProxyAgent objects contain an externally visible EventQueue-object where the received notifications are stored as typed objects (see arrow 4 in Figure 3). Notifications are received at any time when the proxy agent is receiving messages from its XMP session. The management application may process the notifications in the queue at any time.

The event queue is optional. A different constructor can be used for proxy agents whose role does not include monitoring so that they will never receive any notifications. The notifications are represented by typed-notification objects. They are inserted into the event queue of their proxyAgent instance as soon as they arrive at the XMP-session. Notification objects remain in the event queue, until they are explicitly deleted by the delete() method. For confirmable notifications, the application should invoke the errorReply() or the reply(). method, before the delete() method, otherwise the agent waiting for the confirmation might get confused.

For direct addressing ProxyAgents, the source of the notification is the specific agent, whereas for indirect addressing ProxyAgent, the source can be any agent (excluding those for which an direct addressing proxyAgent with role monitoring exists in the same application). The requestor-address of the sending agent and the requestor-title of the sending agent are not available from XMP.

For asynchronous requests, a request-object is allocated by the application and passed to the OOI. This object contains a list, which will be used to collect all replies to this particular request, regardless whether the replies are successful results or error results. The application explicitly passes control to the OOI RTS by invoking a method to check upon or to wait for the reception of incoming messages.

Wait Methods

Since several ProxyAgent objects may exist at the same time in the same application, several wait methods are offered:

The global wait method returns if anything was received on any Proxy agent object, (i.e. on any XMP-session).

The wait method of the proxy agent returns if anything was received on that session.

The wait method of the request object returns if anything was received on that request object.

It has to be distinguished between a single-event-mode wherein only a single incoming response or notification indication is received, added to the related queue and returned to the application, and a wait-for-completion-mode wherein partial replies to outstanding request will not cause the end of the wait method. A completed request or a notification will end the wait of the application.

Request Objects

Request objects represent requests which the application intends to send or has sent to a remote agent. These objects contain all the information needed to keep track of the request (as far as possible), to synchronize with the reply and to access the results or error information.

Request objects must be explicitly created and deleted by the application. Request objects can be reused several times.

The following methods to inquire the status of a request object are offered:

confirmationMode() will return a reference to the actual confirmation mode of the request,

toBeConfirmed() checks whether the confirmation mode is set 'confirm'

waitMode() distinguishes between the single event of completion mode for wait methods

invokeId() returns the invoke id

state() returns the processing state, e.g. 'outstanding'

state As String() returns the processing state as a string

isIdle() predicate on the state, is it 'idle'?

isOutstanding() .. 'outstanding'?

isCompleted() .. 'complete'?
The following methods to update data members (if the request is not in state 'outstanding') are provided:

- `completionState()` returns the completion state.
- `completionStateAsString()` returns the completion state as a string.
- `isNormallyCompleted()` predicate on the completion state.
- `isCouldNotBeIssued()` predicate due to a local error.
- `isAbandonedByUser()` the user has aborted the request.
- `isAbortedByProvider()` the service provider, e.g. XMP aborted the request.
- `errorOccurred()` checks if an error did occur.
- `numberOfResultElementsReceived()` returns the number of results in the result queue.
- `numberOfServiceErrorsReceived()` returns the number of service errors encountered during processing.
- `numberOfNonServiceErrorsOccurred()` returns the number of other errors.

**Callbacks for the Reception of Incoming Messages**

- `[0106]` Request objects must be explicitly deleted by the application, even if the related proxy agent is deleted. All response queue elements included in the request object are automatically deleted with the request object. Additional incoming responses are also deleted.
- `[0107]` An application may delete a response queue after all results have been received by means of the class destructor. An abandon/cancel operation on the outstanding operation does not delete the response queue (the queue has to be deleted explicitly).
- `[0108]` Responses can not be received anymore after the ProxyAgent object was deleted or disconnected from the communication system either by the application or by failure.

When using several synchronous requests at the same time, replies may appear in any order. To facilitate the processing of arriving reply messages, the OOI offers the possibility to define callback methods, which will be activated as soon as a reply message or a notification has been received. The OOI is single threaded, therefore callbacks are invoked only during `wait()` or `poll()` calls and not while the application is processing.

The OOI distinguishes four different tasks for reply callbacks, and therefore the possibility to register four different callbacks per request:

- `partialReply()` will be called for every successful linked reply message from XMP.
- `errorReply()` will be called for every unsuccessful reply message from XMP.
- `completed()` will be called upon reception of the 'final' reply from XMP.
- `disconnected()` will be called during the disconnect processing which might have been triggered by XMP or the application.

Incoming responses for pending requests are represented by objects which have been derived from the ASN.1 definitions of CMIP. These object are put into the reply queue of the request object. Incoming notifications are represented by objects which also have been derived from the ASN.1 definitions of CMIP. These object are put into the event queue of their proxy agent. Then the callback method `incomingNotificationCallback()` which is defined by the application for the notification queue is executed with the notification object as parameter.

In general, callbacks have 'post-receival' semantics. The callback informs the application, that
something has been received, and that the queue structures were updated. Thus when the callback is invoked, the object is already in the queue.

Partial response for an outstanding request

[0113]
1. The response object is added to the response list of the request object. This includes updating of all related information of the request object, 'numberOfResponse' information.

2. Then, the partialReplyCallback() or errorReplyCallback() is invoked.

Final response for an outstanding request

[0114] The following steps are taken in addition to the partial response callback:

1. The request object is updated. Its state is changed to 'completed'. There is no 'final response object' added to the response queue.

2. The request object is moved from the requestQueue to the completedQueue

3. The final callback requestCompletedCallback() is called.

Incoming notification

[0115]
1. The notification object is added to the notification queue. This includes updating the information in the notification queue header.

2. The incomingNotificationCallback() callback is invoked. This scheme allows the application to modify the queue structures, e.g. to 'unlink' the received data from the response objects in order to avoid copying. Some higher level receive methods may modify the queue structure, e.g. methods like getSubordinates, which convert the data of the response queue into a list of proxy MO's.

Mixed Processing of Synchronous and Asynchronous Requests

[0116] It is assumed that the application has issued one or more asynchronous CMIS requests. It then decides to send out a synchronous request. During the synchronous request, the complete application waits. In the meantime, responses for the asynchronous requests or notifications may arrive.

[0117] In order to receive the reply for the synchronous request, the OOI must receive any message from the XMP-Session of the proxy agent object which was used for the synchronous call. All callback methods defined for the incoming messages will be executed to preserve the semantics and to guarantee the highest responsiveness possible.

[0118] It can be argued whether the same approach should be used for the other proxy agents with outstanding requests. For those, we have decided against the receipt to avoid unnecessary pre-reception of messages.

Flow control

[0119] The OOI design tries to avoid re-implementing functionality that is already covered by lower layers in the communication stack. Therefore, the OOI relies on the flow control mechanism of XMP and of any other underlying components. The application is responsible for being responsive enough for retrieving the data fast enough from XMP. Otherwise purging on XMP level and below may occur. There is a recommendation related to the IBM XMP implementation, which recommends to receive as much data as available as fast as possible. The OOI does not do internal buffering to avoid uncontrollable memory consumption in the manager application.

[0120] Using the asynchronous OOI, the manager application has all the mechanisms needed to receive messages from the agents as quickly as it seems advisable from the viewpoint of the application. The OOI receives messages from XMP during the processing of one of the several wait methods. Depending on the properties of the outstanding request objects and the kind of messages which arrive, one or more messages are received from one or more XMP-Session. The provision of callback functions which can handle every message from XMP as soon as it arrives, gives maximal control to the application.

Proxy Managed Objects

[0121] Specific management applications will be designed with and rely upon the specific knowledge of managed object classes and of their attributes, which have been defined in GDMO and ASN.1 prior to the development of the application. For those applications, we intend to offer utmost development support: The managed object and attribute templates defined in GDMO are automatically compiled into concrete classes with complete implementation in C++.

[0122] Proxy Managed Objects (PMO) are stateless representations of Managed Objects that are instantiated in agents. PMO C++ classes provide a set of methods through which a management application can conveniently call CMIS requests to query or manipulate the real Managed Object in the agent. A management application typically instantiates an instance of a PMO class for each real Managed Object that it wishes to in-
teract with. PMOs may also be created as a result of OOI methods, e.g. getSubordinates().

[0123] The Object Interface Composer (OIC) generates a Proxy Managed Object (PMO) C++ class for every Managed Object Class (MOC) defined in the processed document. Each generated PMO class provides type-safe methods for the access to the mandatory and optional attributes and for the execution of the actions of the managed object. Type safe methods enforce strong typing and make up the "strong typed" interface of the generated PMO.

[0124] In addition to the strong typed methods, every PMO inherits from the OOIProxyMO class a set of "generic" methods which we call the "weak typed" interface of the PMOs. These methods are intended for management applications or components which do not know at compile time, which classes of managed objects might appear from some agent at run time. It should be noted that these generic methods can also be used for generated PMOs, but will execute less efficiently due to the necessary dynamic type checking done at run time.

[0125] The inheritance relation between generated PMO classes in C++ reflects the inheritance relation of the MOCs defined in GDMO/ASN.1 documents. In Fig. 3 an example of an inheritance structure for DMI MOCs is shown. As can be seen in Fig. 3, all generated, strong typed PMO Classes are derived from the DMI_ProxyTop PMO class which in turn is derived from the OOIProxyMO class. All methods of the OOIProxyMO and DMI_ProxyTop classes are thus inherited by all proxy managed object classes.

[0126] The OOIProxyMO and OOIGenericMO classes were hand coded as part of the OOI run-time environment. The DMI_ProxyTop class and every of its subclasses are generated by the OIC.

[0127] The OOIGenericMO class is used to handle managed objects whose types are not known at compile time. This feature allows to write generic applications or to provide for the handling of new objects that will be defined after the application was completed.

Storage Management

[0128] For the storage management of the OOI, it is assumed that the OOI will allocate objects and pass them to the application. The application must release all allocated objects which it received from the OOI. The OOI will only manage those objects which are used only internally and which are not made visible to the application. Upon reception of data from XMP, only the OOI knows its type, and must therefore allocate the object of the correct type, and after passing of such objects to the application, the OOI does not know when the application has finished using them.

[0129] Hereby the destructor of the OOI objects will take care of the proper deletion of contained objects. All methods are inherited from the OOIProxyMO class according to the semantic of the C++ language.
Strong Typed Methods of PMO

[0133] The OIC generates C++ header and implementation files for every managed object class defined in the parsed GDMO document. Each PMO class provides type safe methods for the access to attributes and for the execution of the actions of the managed objects. Those methods are said to be strong typed.

[0134] As for their superclass, the strong typed PMO classes have disabled default, copy and assignment constructors. The constructor for a typed PMO expects the proxy agent on which the MO resides and the distinguished name of the MO instance as parameter; both are defaulted to NULL and can be modified later on by using the local utility methods setAgent and setMOInstance, which have been described above. The class of the represented MO is known by the type of the proxy MO. Constructors and destructors report errors through the exception mechanism.

Multiple Inheritance

[0135] GDMO allows the definition of managed object classes being derived from more than one superior class (multiple inheritance). This section describes how the OOI represents multiple inheritance of managed object classes in the generated C++ classes.

[0136] The basic properties of the OOI representation are:

1. The class hierarchy of the OOI proxy managed object classes strictly follows the inheritance structure imposed by the GDMO definition. This includes multiple inheritance.

2. The same holds for the representation of meta information: in case of multiple inheritance, a meta info object for a managed object class has multiple 'superior' references.

[0137] Even though C++ offers multiple inheritance, C++ has some serious restrictions. A simple mapping of GDMO multiple inheritance to C++ multiple inheritance is not feasible as will be explained in the sequel.

[0138] As long as multiple inheritance is used in order to inherit from different base classes only, C++ works fine. However, in case of a common base class for different inheritance paths, C++ problems arise. In order to have only one instance of the common base member variables, which is what is normally needed, the base class has to be made a 'virtual' base class. Then however, C++ no longer supports casting between base class pointers and sub-class pointers.

[0139] This restriction is not acceptable for the OOI, since for internal reasons (decoding), as well as for the user model (which is to support generic and type safe usage in a mixed fashion), the ability to cast pointers is a 'must'. Furthermore, experiments have shown, that today's C++ compilers impose a very large size overhead per instance.

[0140] As described above, the main problem of C++ is not related to multiple inheritance itself, but to the use of 'virtual' base class annotation. Thus the basic approach is to avoid this annotation, and to handle the 'virtual base class' property by other means. The original purpose of making the base class virtual is to avoid having multiple instances of the base class members.

[0141] In case of OOI proxy managed objects, this property is needed. Duplicated instances of the 'agent-reference' or 'packages-cache' members within a proxy managed object are unacceptable. The OOI approach is to move the 'data members' of a proxy managed object out of the proxy managed object class into a separate object called 'proxy managed object data' (PMOData). This PMOData object is purely local and completely owned by its corresponding proxy managed object. The original proxy managed object merely contains a pointer to this PMOData object. As required for casting, the original proxy managed object class is NOT declared as a virtual base class. Obviously, in case of multiple inheritance this may lead to having duplicated pointers to the PMOData. The OOI runtime system guarantees, that all these pointers do point to the very same object during the lifetime of the PMOData object.

[0142] The implementation uses the 'use-count' paradigm for the PMOData objects: during usage, the 'use-count' is equivalent to the number of pointer members of the related proxy managed object, and thus to the number of inheritance paths of a specific managed object class to a common base class.

[0143] To the user, this solution is completely hidden. The user is not aware of the existence of multiple pointers, nor of the fact that the proxy managed object data is stored in a separate object. All data and all operations are directly accessible from the proxy managed object interface.

[0144] Casting for the C++ proxy managed object classes is achieved by the OOI solution described above. However, in case of multiple inheritance, C++ casting requires to specify the exact casting path (at least at those places with multiple inheritance paths.). To simplify this, the OOI offers (as for other classes) a narrow()-operator, which allows to cast towards subclasses.

[0145] In addition, the OOI provides for the proxy managed object classes a widen()-operator for casting towards the 'OOIProxyMO' base class. The widen() operator optionally performs run-time checking whereas this is not necessary for the widen() operator. Thus there is no need to use plain C++ casts directly.

Notifications

[0146] Specific management applications rely upon the specific knowledge of notification object classes which have been defined in GDMO and ASN.1 prior to
the development of the application. For those applications, we intend to offer utmost development support:

- The notification templates defined in GDMO are automatically compiled into concrete classes with complete implementation in C++.
- It is now assumed that Notification Objects are generated from GDMO/ASN.1 definitions by the Object Interface Composer (OIC) and are sent to a manager by means of a CMIS event report. The OOI RTS receives notifications and stores them in the EventQueue of the responsible proxy agent object.

### ASN.1

Specific management applications will be designed with and rely upon the specific knowledge of GDMO/ASN.1 definitions, which have been defined in ASN.1 prior to the development of the application. For those applications, we intend to offer utmost development support: The abstractly defined ASN.1 types are automatically compiled into concrete classes with complete implementation in C++.

The specification language ASN.1 (for "Abstract Syntax Notation 1") has been defined by the ISO to specify the format of transmitted data in a formal, abstract notation [ASN1]. A standardized encoding scheme, such as the "Basic Encoding Rules" (BER) specifies the precise sequence of "bits on the wire". Thus two communicating partners are able to understand each other if they exchange data defined that is defined in ASN.1 and encoded according to the same encoding rules.

ASN.1 offers primitive types, string types and constructors which can be used to define further, application related types. Table 2 shows the types available in ASN.1. In addition to those types, ASN.1 offers the possibility to define named values for some types, and to define several kinds of subtypes.

### Mapping Principles

- As shown in Table 1 there is a set of primitive ASN.1 types and a set of constructors, which are used to compose application oriented complex types.
- Base Library: For every primitive ASN.1 type and every ASN.1 constructor, there is a corresponding class in the ASN.1 C++ library, e.g. ASN1_Integer, ASN1_SetOf.
- Application Classes: Each application defined ASN.1 type is mapped to one or several C++-classes. In the general case, instances of these classes will form a tree structure with instances of ASN.1 constructors as intermediate nodes and instances of primitive ASN.1 types as leaves. The root object of such a tree will be the application defined class which inherits from the outermost ASN.1 constructor class or simple type.
- Common Methods: The generated C++ classes and those in the library are derived from a single common class 'ASN1_Type'. The declaration of functions such as assignment, comparison, print, encoding, decoding, checking, conversion into and from ASN.1 value notation, etc. as virtual methods in the common base class allows for generic usage of all ASN.1 specific C++ classes.
- Strong & Weak Typing: The generated C++ classes inherit from the generic library classes. The generated classes offer a strong typing interface while their generic superclasses offer a weak typing interface to the same objects. The examples in the following text will show how both are intended to be used. A very important feature is that both interfaces can be used for the same objects in a mixed fashion. Therefore, it is possible to use generic components together with strong typing components in the same application.
- Meta Information: Every ASN.1 C++ class has access to run time type information (meta information) to support a dynamic style of usage in the application. Generic applications, e.g. a graphic application program, rely on this meta information.
- Local Types: Any auxiliary type definition, e.g. the values of an enumeration type or the selector type for alternatives of a choice is defined within the scope of the class which uses it in order to avoid name clashes in the global scope.
- Compatibility: All C++ classes for primitive types are made compatible with the corresponding C++ basic type, e.g. ASN1.Integers are compatible with C++ integers.
- Qualified Identifiers: The overall convention for generated names is: "/<ASN.1 Module>_<ASN.1 type name>_ _<ASN.1 component name>" where the module name is a nickname in upper case letters, and the type name is the same as in the ASN.1 source text. The component name is only generated for anonymous component types.

### Meta Information

The purpose of Meta Information is to provide the type information derived from the various GDMO & ASN.1 specifications which is needed by the OOI at run time. Such information may be used directly or indirectly by applications that

1. use the generic interfaces of the OOI (as opposed to the type-safe interface);
2. offer a generic GUI requiring conversion to/from string format; and
3. display GDMO meta information to a user.

Typically the meta information is not used directly by applications that only use the type safe interface. Internally, the OOI-Run Time System (RTS) makes use of the Meta Information.
The GDMO standard defines templates for the definition of management information. The OOI RTS provides meta information about management information specified using the following templates:

1. **MANAGED OBJECT CLASS** which specifies the names of the mandatory and optional packages of a managed object;
2. **PARAMETER** which specifies the syntax and behavior of parameters that may be associated with particular attributes, operations and notifications;
3. **ATTRIBUTE** which defines admissible operations for the attribute and refers to an ASN.1 type definition;
4. **ATTRIBUTE GROUP** which specifies a cluster of attribute that can be accessed or operated upon under one name;
5. **ACTION** which refers to an ASN.1 type for outgoing or incoming information; and
6. **NOTIFICATION** which refers to an ASN.1 type for the information that is passed with an event notification of the defined type.

A C++ class is defined for each of those templates. An instance of this class is instantiated for each GDMO template defined in the GDMO document parsed by OIC. A single instance of the OOIMetaInfoRepository class serves as anchor for the meta information. Additionally instances of C++ classes are generated for each document, each ASN.1 module, and each ASN.1 Type defined in a GDMO/ASN.1 document.

The OOI Meta Information can be seen as a data structure which holds most of the information contained in GDMO/ASN.1 documents. This information is stored in a set of objects that provide methods to retrieve specific meta information and to 'navigate' through the meta information data structure. For example, the OOIMetaInfoRepository class provides methods to access OOI Document Meta Info and ASN.1 Module Meta Info. Documents Meta Information is stored in a list of object instances. Each instance holds or refers to most of the information contained in one GDMO document. These instances provide methods to access to Managed Object Class Meta Info, Parameter Meta Info, Attribute Meta Info, Attribute Group Meta Info, Action Meta Info, Notification Meta Info, ASN.1 Meta Info, which are defined in the document.

**OOI Error Handling**

Three kinds of errors can be encountered when using the OOI:

1. **Application Related Errors**, 2. **OOI Internal Errors**, 3. **Communication Errors**.

Application related errors occur through incorrect coding of the application. Because the OOI supports strong typing, most coding errors will be detected at compile time, but some errors can only be detected at run-time, e.g. trying to set the hour attribute to the unsupported value of 24 or trying to access a bit outside of a string.

OOI internal errors can be caused by system problems (e.g. resource contingency, i.e. out of memory), XMP library or system errors.

Communication Errors are ACSE or CMIS service errors. Those errors are expected as they are an inherent part of the protocol definition.

The OOI uses four mechanisms to signal errors:

- Boolean return value;
- NULL pointers return value;
- Error Objects returned as function return or through function reference arguments; and
- Error Objects thrown by exceptions.

Errors Objects is the preferred error handling method of the OOI. Alternatively, booleans or NULL pointers are returned by some functions to provide additional comfort to the application writer.

Boolean return values are used by functions that are typically used in an evaluation.

NULL pointer return values are returned by Meta Info access methods if the meta information is not available.

Error objects are returned through function reference arguments of the called methods.

Exceptions must be used in C++ to handle failing constructors, because constructors do not support result parameter (hence can't return an error code). Furthermore, exceptions provide a convenient mechanism to indicate internal errors. The OOI throws Error Objects of the same classes as those used in reference function arguments.

**Error Objects**

Error objects are returned by C++ functions through reference arguments or thrown via C++ exceptions. The following figure describes the inheritance hierarchy of OOErrors. All error classes are derived from the Exeption class of the IBM Application Support Classes.
Communication errors are expected as they are inherent to the ACSE and CMIS protocol operation. Error objects describing communication errors are usually 'returned' and not 'thrown'. Communication errors can originate from the stack interface (currently XMP) or from the CMIS protocol itself.

Methods of OOI Error objects

OOIError objects usually are allocated by the OOI and passed out to the application. It is the duty of the application to delete these objects. Constructors are disabled explicitly, but the application may use the copy() method to create a copy of an existing error object.

The following methods for inspecting the kind of error are provided:

- isCommunicationsError() checks if the error is of the category..
- isCMISError() checks if the error is of the category..
- isLocalError() checks if the error is of the category..
- isApplicationError() checks if the error is of the category..
- isInternalError() checks if the error is of the category..

The following general Support Methods are provided:

- the name() method returns the name of the objects class
- the typeCodeIndex() method returns the index of the sub class
  (may be used for inspecting / classifying an error, usually followed by :narrow)
  (for a list of typecodes, which is an enumeration type, look into the header file OOIError.H)
- << the print operator puts a formatted print of the status of the object into an ostream object
- the asString() returns a string containing the formatted status of the object
- the copy() method returns a pointer to a copy of the parameter object
- the metaInfo() method returns a pointer to the meta information of the object
- the narrow() method performs a type safe conversion into an instance of a subclass

Implementation of the OOI

The OOI can be implemented either as a program written in the Object Oriented programming language C++ or installed as a hardware tool.

Claims

1. An object-oriented programming interface for developing and running network management applications on a network communication infrastructure, wherein

   the management applications have access to and can manipulate managed objects which are available at remote managed agents via the communication infrastructure and can exchange management information between the management applications and the agents; and

   the managed objects are defined by object classes MOC and specified in an object-oriented syntax notation defining data types;

   characterized in that the programming interface comprises:

   object interface composing OIC means for generating code which provides proxy managed object PMO classes as local representatives for the managed object classes MOC, object classes for types defined in a syntax notation, notification classes for incoming notifications, and methods to manipulate specified managed objects;

   run time system RTS means for providing proxy agent object PAO classes as representatives for remote agents which provide common management information services CMIS, to allow access to the CMIS;

   wherein the code generated by the OIC is linked to the RTS for execution.

2. Interface according to claim 1, characterized in that the OIC means generates C++ code, wherein the application programs are written in C++ and wherein the PMO and the ASN classes are object classes in C++.

3. Interface according to claim 1 and/or 2, characterized in that the OIC means generates automatically PMO C++ class definitions and implementation files based on managed objects written in the ISO standard GDMO and ASN.1.

4. Interface according to one or more of claims 1 to 3, characterized in that the OIC comprises generat-
ing means for the generation of code for managed objects based on the specifications of management information in GDMO and in ASN.1.

5. Interface according to one or more of the preceding claims, characterized in that managed objects are full embedded into C++ to allow strong type checking at compile time.

6. Interface according to one or more of the preceding claims, characterized in that incoming notifications are stored in an event queue object.

7. Interface according to one or more of the preceding claims, characterized in that the PAOs provide a service interface to the operations of CMIS.

8. Interface according to one or more of the preceding claims, characterized in that providing direct addressing proxy agents DAPA which can connect to one specific agent at a time.

9. Interface according to one or more of the preceding claims, characterized in that providing non direct addressing proxy agents NDAPA for which for each management request the agent must be addressed explicitly by supplying an addressing parameter as part of the request by means of a context object or implicitly through a directory service.

10. Interface according to one or more of the preceding claims, characterized in that signalling errors by error objects returned as a function return or through function reference arguments and/or error objects thrown by exceptions.

11. Interface according to claim 10, characterized in that defining error classes which comprise an inheritance hierarchy.

12. Interface according to one or more of claims 9 to 11, characterized in that the OIC means generates a C++ class for every GDMO managed object class, a C++ class for each ASN.1 type, a C++ class for every GDMO notification, meta information data structures for GDMO and ASN.1, and a set of utility files.

13. Interface according to one or more of the preceding claims, characterized in that the proxy agents provide a set of the additional methods simple-create, simple-get, simple-action and simple-delete with less and simplified parameter to perform operations on only one attribute of one managed object or on several attributes of a single managed object.

14. Interface according to one or more of the preceding claims, characterized in that the inheritance relationship between generated PMO classes in C++ reflects the inheritance relation of the MOCs defined in GDMO/ASN.1 documents.

15. Interface according to claim 14, characterized in that the definition of managed object classes is derived from more than one superior class, i.e. multiple inheritance.

16. Interface according to one or more of the preceding claims, characterized in that the RTS receives notifications and stores them in the event queue means of the responsible PAO.

17. A method for mapping of GDMO templates into C++ classes, characterized by means of object interface composing OIC means parsing GDMO managed object definition documents and generating C++ classes that represent managed objects,

18. Method according to claim 17, characterized in that the OIC means minimizes the number of generated classes and the number of objects to be handled by an application at run time.

19. Method according to claim 17 and/or 18, characterized in that for every notification template a C++ class is generated.

20. Method according to one or more of claims 17 to 19, characterized in that for every GDMO MOC meta object instances are generated.

21. Method according to one or more of claims 17 to 20, characterized in that no classes are generated for GDMO packages and GDMO attributes.

22. Method according to one or more of claims 17 to 21, characterized in that the objects are accessed by a strong typed interface to allow the compiler to detect type errors and/or by a weak typed interface to manipulate objects whose type is not known.

23. A method for mapping from ASN.1 defined types into C++ language, wherein ASN.1 offers primitive types, string types and constructors which are used
to define application related types, characterized by
generating for every primitive ASN.1 type and every
ASN.1 constructor a corresponding class in the
ASN.1 C++ library;
wherein each application defined ASN.1 type is
mapped to at least one C++ class; and
wherein instances of these classes form a tree
structure with instances of ASN.1 constructors as
intermediate nodes and instances of primitive ASN.1
types as leaves and wherein the root object of this
tree is an application defined class which inherits
from the outermost ASN.1 constructor class or simple
type.

24. Method according to claim 23, characterized in
that the generated C++ classes and those in the
library are derived from a single common class.

25. A network platform comprising an object-oriented
programming interface according to one or more of
claims 1 to 16 characterized in that the manage-
ment applications interact with the object-oriented
interface OOI through the proxy managed objects
PMO, directly through the proxy agent objects or
through the notification event queue.

26. Platform according to claim 25, characterized in
that the OOI uses XMP to access the communica-
tion infrastructure which allows it to communicate
with an agent that implements the managed ob-
jects.
8. Schnittstelle nach einem oder mehreren der vorangehenden Ansprüche, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** sie DAPAs (Direct Addressing Proxy Agent, direkt adressierende Proxyarbeitsstation) bereitstellt, welche zu jedem Zeitpunkt die Verbindung zu einer bestimmten Arbeitsstation herstellen können.

9. Schnittstelle nach einem oder mehreren der vorangehenden Ansprüche, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** sie ferner NADAPAs (Non Direct Addressing Proxy Agent, nicht direkt adressierende Proxyarbeitsstation) bereitstellt, bei denen die Arbeitsstation für jede Verwaltungsanfrage entweder durch Hinzufügen eines Adressparameters zur Anfrage mittels eines Kontextobjekts direkt oder durch einen Verzeichnisdienst indirekt adressiert werden muss.

10. Schnittstelle nach einem oder mehreren der vorangehenden Ansprüche, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** sie Fehler durch mittels einer Rückgabefunktion zurückgesendete Fehlerobjekte oder durch Verweisargumente auf die Funktion und/oder durch Fehlerobjekte anzeigt, welche durch Ausnahmen ausgegeben wurden.

11. Schnittstelle nach Anspruch 10, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** sie Fehlerklassen definiert, die eine Rangfolgehierarchie aufweisen.

12. Schnittstelle nach einem oder mehreren der Ansprüche 9 bis 11, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die OIC-Mittel eine C++-Klasse für jede GD-MO-Klasse der verwalteten Objekte, eine C++-Klasse für jeden ASN.1-Typ, eine C++-Klasse für jede GDMO-Mitteilung, Metainformationsdatenstrukturen für GDMO und ASN.1 sowie eine Reihe von Dienstdateien erzeugen.

13. Schnittstelle nach einem oder mehreren der vorangehenden Ansprüche, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die Proxyarbeitsstationen eine Reihe zusätzlicher Verfahren Einfach-Erzeugen, Einfach-Abrufen, Einfach-Ausführen und Einfach-Löschen mit reduzierten und vereinfachten Parametern bereitstellen, um Aktionen an nur einem Attribut eines verwalteten Objekts oder an mehreren Attributen eines einzig verwalteten Objekts auszuführen.

14. Schnittstelle nach einem oder mehreren der vorangehenden Ansprüche, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die Rangordnung zwischen den in C++ erzeugten PMO-Klassen die Rangordnung der in den GDMO-/ASN.1-Dokumenten definierten MOCs widerspiegelt.

15. Schnittstelle nach Anspruch 14, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die Definition der Klassen der verwalteten Objekte von mehr als einer übergeordneten Klasse abgeleitet wird, d.h., dass eine Mehrfachrangordnung besteht.

16. Schnittstelle nach einem oder mehreren der vorangehenden Ansprüche, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** das RTS Mitteilungen erhält und diese in den Ereigniswartschlangenmitteln des zuständigen PAO speichert.

17. Verfahren zum Zuordnen von GDMO-Mustern zu C++-Klassen, **gekennzeichnet durch** OIC-Mittel zum Zerlegen der Beschreibungsdaten der verwalteten GDMO-Objekte und zum Erzeugen von C++-Klassen, die für die verwalteten Objekte stehen, bei dem die verwalteten Objekte durch die Objektklassen MOC definiert und in einer objektorientierten Beschreibungssyntax zum Definieren der Datentypen beschrieben werden; bei dem die Rangfolgehierarchie zwischen den verwalteten Objektklassen MOC in C++ erhalten bleibt; bei dem die Paket- und Attributmuster in den MOCs zusammengefasst werden; bei dem für die MOCs Verfahren für den Zugriff auf die Attributwerte entwickelt werden; und bei dem für jede GDMO-Aktion ein Verfahren des MOC bereitgestellt wird.

18. Verfahren nach Anspruch 17, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die OIC-Mittel die Zahl der erzeugten Klassen und die Zahl der während der Laufzeit von einer Anwendung zu verarbeitenden Objekte auf ein Minimum beschränken.

19. Verfahren nach Anspruch 17 und/oder 18, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** für jedes Mitteilungsmuster eine C++-Klasse erzeugt wird.

20. Verfahren nach einem oder mehreren der Ansprüche 17 bis 19, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** für jedes GDMO-MOC-Metaobjekt Fälle erzeugt werden.

21. Verfahren nach einem oder mehreren der Ansprüche 17 bis 20, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** für GDMO-Pakete und GDMO-Attribute keine Klassen erzeugt werden.

22. Verfahren nach einem oder mehreren der Ansprüche 17 bis 21, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** mittels einer Schnittstelle festgelegten Typs auf die Objekte zugegriffen wird, damit der Compiler Typfehler erkennen kann, oder dass mittels einer typfreien Schnittstelle zugegriffen wird, um Objekte unbekannten Typs verändern zu können.

23. Verfahren zum Zuordnen ASN.1-definierter Typen
in der Programmiersprache C++, bei dem ASN.1 primitive Typen, Zeichenfolgetypen und Aufbau-
funktionen anbietet, die zum Definieren anwen-
dungsbezogener Typen verwendet werden, ge-
kennzeichnet durch
Erzeugen einer zugehörigen Klasse in der ASN.
1-C++-Bibliothek für jeden primitiven ASN.1-Typ
und jede ASN.1-Aufbaufunktion;
bei dem jeder anwendungsbezogene ASN.1-Typ
mindestens einer C++-Klasse zugeordnet wird; und
bei dem Fälle dieser Klassen eine Baumstruktur bil-
den, wobei die Fälle der ASN.1-Aufbaufunktionen
Zwischenknoten und die Fälle der primitiven ASN.
1-Typen Blätter bilden und bei dem das Stammoj-
ekt dieses Baums eine anwendungsdefinierte
Klasse ist, welche sich von der äußersten ASN.
1-Aufbauklasse oder dem äußersten einfachen
ASN.1-Typ herleitet.

24. Verfahren nach Anspruch 23, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die erzeugten C++-Klassen und die
Klassen in der Bibliothek von einer einzigen ge-
meinsamen Klasse abgeleitet werden.

25. Netzplattform mit einer objektorientierten Program-
mierschnittstelle nach einem oder mehreren der
Ansprüche 1 bis 16, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass die Verwaltungsanwendungen mittels der
PMOs entweder direkt über die Objekte der Proxy-
arbeitsstationen oder über die Mitteilungssysteme
wirtschaften in Wechselwirkung mit der objektori-
entierten Schnittstelle OOI treten.

26. Plattform nach Anspruch 26, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die OOI mittels XMP auf die Kom-
munikationsinfrastruktur zugreift, wodurch sie mit
einer Arbeitsstation in Verbindung treten kann, die
die verwalteten Objekte verarbeitet.

Revendications

1. Interface de programmation orientée objet destinée
   à développer et à exécuter des applications de ges-
   tion de réseau sur une infrastructure de communi-
   cations de réseau, dans laquelle
   les applications de gestion ont accès à des objets
   gérés et peuvent les manipuler, lesquels sont dis-
  ponibles dans des agents gérés à distance par l'in-
   termédiaire de l'infrastructure de communications
   et peuvent échanger des informations de gestion
   entre les applications de gestion et les agents,
   et les objets gérés sont définis par des classes d'ob-
   jets MOC et spécifiés avec une notation à syntaxe
   orientée objet définissant des types de données,
   caractérisée en ce que l'interface de programmation
   comprend :

   un moyen de composition d'interface d'objet
   OIC destiné à générer un code qui fournit des
   classes d'objets gérés de serveurs mandataires
   (proxy) PMO en tant que représentants locaux
   pour les classes d'objets gérés MOC, des
   classes d'objets pour les types définis avec une
   notation de syntaxe, des classes de notification
   destinées aux notifications entrantes et des
   procédés pour manipuler des objets gérés spé-
   ciﬁés,

dans laquelle le code généré par la composition
OIC est lié au système RTS en vue d'une exécution.

2. Interface selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en
   ce que le moyen de composition OIC génère un co-
   de en langage C++, dans lequel les programmes
   d'application sont écrits en langage C++ et dans le-
   quel les classes d'objets PMO et le standard ASN
   sont des classes d'objets en langage C++.

3. Interface selon la revendication 1 et/ou 2, caracté-
   risée en ce que le moyen de composition OIC génère
   automatiquement des déﬁnitions de classes
   en langage C++ d'objets PMO et des fichiers de mi-
   se en œuvre sur la base des objets gérés écrits
   dans les standards ISO GDMO et ASN.1.

4. Interface selon une ou plusieurs des revendications
   1 à 3, caractérisée en ce que la composition OIC
   comprend la génération d'un code pour des objets gérés
   en fonction de la base des déﬁnitions des informations de gestion
   dans le standard GDMO et dans le standard ASN.1.

5. Interface selon une ou plusieurs des revendications
   précédentes, caractérisée en ce que des objets
   gérés sont complètement incorporés dans le langa-
   ge C++ afin de permettre une vériﬁcation de type
   puissante au moment de la compilation.

6. Interface selon une ou plusieurs des revendications
   précédentes, caractérisée en ce que les notifica-
   tions entrantes sont mémorisées dans un objet ﬁle
   d'attente d'événements.

7. Interface selon une ou plusieurs des revendications
   précédentes, caractérisée en ce que les objets
   PAO fournissent une interface de services aux opé-
   rations des services CMIS.
8. Interface selon une ou plusieurs des revendications précédentes, caractérisée par la fourniture d'agents de serveurs mandataires à adressage direct DAPA qui permettent une connexion à un agent spécifique à la fois.

9. Interface selon une ou plusieurs des revendications précédentes, caractérisée en ce qu'elle prévoit en outre des agents de serveurs mandataires à adressage non direct NDAPA pour lesquels, pour chaque demande de gestion, l'agent doit être adressé explicitement en fournissant un paramètre d'adresses ex tant que partie de la demande au moyen d'un objet contexte ou implicitement par l'intermédiaire d'un service de répertoire.

10. Interface selon une ou plusieurs des revendications précédentes, caractérisée par la signalisation d'erreurs grâce à des objets erreurs renvoyés en tant que retour de fonction ou par l'intermédiaire d'arguments de références de fonction et/ou d'objets erreurs activés par des exceptions.

11. Interface selon la revendication 10, caractérisée par la définition de classes d'erreurs qui comprennent une hiérarchie d'héritage.

12. Interface selon une ou plusieurs des revendications 9 à 11, caractérisé en ce que le moyen de composition OIC génère une classe en langage C++ pour chaque classe d'objet géré GDMO, une classe en langage C++ pour chaque type ASN.1, une classe en langage C++ pour chaque notification GDMO, des structures de données de méta informations pour les standards GDMO et ASN.1, et un ensemble de fichiers d'utilitaires.

13. Interface selon une ou plusieurs des revendications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que les agents de serveurs mandataires fournissent un ensemble de procédés supplémentaires simple-create (création simple), simple-gate (obtention simple), simple-action (action simple) et simple -delete (suppression simple) avec moins de paramètres et des paramètres simplifiés pour exécuter des opérations uniquement sur un attribut d'un objet géré ou sur plusieurs attributs d'un seul objet géré.


15. Interface selon la revendication 14, caractérisée en ce que la définition des classes d'objets gérés est obtenue à partir de plus d'une classe supérieure, c'est-à-dire un héritage multiple.

16. Interface selon une ou plusieurs des revendications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que le système RTS reçoit des notifications et les mémorise dans le moyen de file d'attente d'événements de l'objet PAO responsable.

17. Procédé de mappage de gabarits GDMO dans des classes en langage C++, caractérisé par un moyen de composition d'interface d'objet OIC analysant des documents de définition d'objets générés GDMO et générant des classes en langage C++ qui représentent des objets gérés, dans lequel les objets gérés sont définis par des classes d'objets MOC et spécifiés avec une notation à syntaxe orientée objet définissant des types de données, dans lequel la hiérarchie d'héritage entre des classes d'objets gérés MOC est préservée en langage C++, dans lequel des gabarits de paquets et d'attributs sont fusionnés dans des classes MOC, et dans lequel les procédés d'accès aux valeurs des attributs sont générés pour les classes MOC, et dans lequel pour chaque action GDMO, un procédé de la classe MOC est fourni.

18. Procédé selon la revendication 17, caractérisé en ce que le moyen de composition OIC minimise le nombre des classes générées et le nombre des objets à manipuler par une application au moment de l'exécution.

19. Procédé selon la revendication 17 et/ou 18, caractérisé en ce que pour chaque gabarit de notification, une classe en langage C++ est générée.

20. Procédé selon une ou plusieurs des revendications 17 à 19, caractérisé en ce que pour chaque métadonnée des objets classes MOC et GDMO, des instances sont générées.

21. Procédé selon une ou plusieurs des revendications 17 à 20, caractérisé en ce qu'aucune classe n'est générée pour des paquets GDMO et des attributs GDMO.

22. Procédé selon une ou plusieurs des revendications 17 à 21, caractérisé en ce que l'on accède aux objets grâce à une interface fortement typée pour permettre au compilateur de détecter des erreurs de types et/ou par une interface faiblement typée pour manipuler des objets dont le type n'est pas connu.

23. Procédé destiné au mappage d'après le standard ASN.1 de types définis dans le langage C++, dans
lequel le standard ASN.1 propose des types de primitives, des types de chaînes, et des constructeurs qui sont utilisés pour définir des types associés à une application, caractérisé par la génération pour chaque type de primitive ASN.1 et chaque constructeur ASN.1 d’une classe correspondante dans la bibliothèque de langage C++ ASN.1, dans lequel chaque type ASN.1 défini dans une application est mappé sur au moins une classe de langage C++, et dans lequel les instances de ces classes forment une structure arborescente avec des instances des constructeurs ASN.1 comme nœuds intermédiaires et des instances de types de primitives ASN.1 comme feuilles, et dans lequel l’objet racine de cette arborescence est une classe définie par cette application qui hérite de la classe de constructeur ASN.1 la plus externe ou d’un type simple.

24. Procédé selon la revendication 23, caractérisé en ce que les classes en langage C++ générées et celles de la bibliothèque sont obtenues à partir d’une seule classe commune.

25. Plate-forme de réseau comprenant une interface de programmation orientée objet selon une ou plusieurs des revendications 1 à 16, caractérisée en ce que les applications de gestion interagissent avec l’interface orientée objet OOI par l’intermédiaire des objets gérés de serveurs mandataires PMO, directement par l’intermédiaire des objets d’agents de serveurs mandataires ou par l’intermédiaire de la file d’attente des événements de notification.

26. Plate-forme selon la revendication 25, caractérisée en ce que l’interface OOI utilise XMP pour accéder à l’infrastructure de communications, ce qui lui permet de communiquer avec un agent qui met en œuvre les objets gérés.
Fig. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GDMO Templates</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Managed Object Class</td>
<td>The basic template for the definition of entities of management information. Mainly references GDMO Package Templates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
<td>Three possibly empty sequences of names of:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- GDMO Attribute Templates with annotation for accessibility, initial value, and value ranges,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- GDMO Action Templates and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- GDMO Notification Templates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>A reference to another attribute template (and optional modifiers), or a reference to an ASN.1 defined type with an indication on the required operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute Group</td>
<td>Clusters of GDMO Attributes to allow to reference several Attributes at once under one name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Defines a method of the managed object class and optionally references to ASN.1 defined types for outgoing and incoming information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notification</td>
<td>References an ASN.1 type for the information which will be passed with the event notification of the defined type. In addition, parts of this ASN.1 structure can be named by Attribute template labels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>This template permits the specification and the registration of a parameter syntax and behavior that may be associated with particular attributes, actions and notifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name Binding</td>
<td>Defines the allowed naming and containment relationship between managed objects. This template is not of direct interest for generating source code for management applications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2